Leveraging large data sets, deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) achieve state-of-the-art recognition accuracy. Due to the substantial compute and memory operations, however, they require significant execution time. The massive parallel computing capability of GPUs make them as one of the ideal platforms to accelerate CNNs and a number of GPU-based CNN libraries have been developed. While existing works mainly focus on the computational efficiency of CNNs, the memory efficiency of CNNs have been largely overlooked. Yet CNNs have intricate data structures and their memory behavior can have significant impact on the performance. In this work, we study the memory efficiency of various CNN layers and reveal the performance implication from both data layouts and memory access patterns. Experiments show the universal effect of our proposed optimizations on both single layers and various networks, with up to 27.9x for a single layer and up to 5.6x on the whole networks.
INTRODUCTION
The success of the deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Alex-Net [12] , in the 2012 ImageNet recognition competition has made it as one of the most promising machine learning techniques. In the past few years, many deep neural networks have been developed and the latest CNN powered image recognition even outperformed human vision [10] . There are two main reasons for the success of deep CNNs. The first is large-scale training data sets and the second is large and deep neural network structures. Both require substantial computational and memory throughput. As a result, many-core processors like GPUs, featuring high computational throughput and memory access bandwidth, have become a popular accelerator for deep CNNs. Recently, a number of GPU-based accelerated CNN libraries have been developed. Cuda-convenet [15] was the first highly optimized CNN implementation on GPUs. After that, a number of popular machine learning frameworks such as Torch [7] , Theano [1] , Caffe [11] have released their own GPU libraries for CNNs. Among them, Caffe is the most popular deep learning framework and has been widely used in the machine learning community. The GPU hardware vendor, NVIDIA, also develops a new library, cuDNN [4] , which provides highly optimized and portable GPU kernel functions used in CNNs. Apart from them, there are also recent studies on accelerating CNNs by reducing the arithmetic complexity in convolutional layers [8] [16] [23] , and using coarse-grain parallelism in thread mapping [9] . These existing works mostly focus on the computational efficiency of the network, especially that of convolutional layers. The memory efficiency of the network, however, has been largely overlooked. As deep neural networks have intricate data structure, the performance implication of memory behavior is not straightforward. Our study unveils that there are two aspects that have not been addressed yet pose non-trivial impact on memory efficiency and the overall CNN performance. Fig. 1 . Performance comparison between the CHWN layout (cuda-convnet2) and NCHW layout (cuDNNv4) on convolutional and pooling layers in AlexNet [12] The first one is data layouts: As the GPU thread organization, i.e., thread grid and thread block dimensions, is highly dependent upon data layout. Data layout determines the memory access pattern and has critical performance impact. For CNNs, the data are organized using multi-dimensional (4 dimensions) arrays. Depending on how we place data into different dimensions, we have many (24) ways to store the data in memory. While overlooked on previous work, surprisingly we found that the data layout can significantly affect the performance and memory efficiency. Fig. 1 shows the performance comparison of the two most popular data layouts on the AlexNet for different convolutional and pooling layers. From the figure, we can observe that up to 6.9x layer-level performance improvement could be retained by choosing a proper data layout. Moreover, even for the layers that have been always considered to be compute-bound, i.e., convolutional layers, we found that choosing the suitable data layout could lead up to 2.3x performance improvement. On the other hand, since each dimension has distinct memory access patterns and the size of each dimension can also affect the performance, the performance impact from data layout is complex and difficult for developers to reason about. The problem is further complicated when considering different types of layers in a CNN as each type may also prefer different data layouts. As shown in Fig.1 , the different data layouts in both convolutional layers and pooling layers yield non-trivial performance differences, and a single data layout cannot deliver the best performance for all the layers. However, existing libraries only employ one data layout for all the CNN layers. Such a single uniform data layout in the existing design mismatches the inherent heterogeneity in different layers used in a CNN.
The second one is redundant off-chip memory accesses. Our performance analysis shows that the memory efficiency of the memory-bounded pooling layers and classifier (i.e., softmax) layers is far from optimal due to the overlook on their off-chip memory data accesses. First, a CNN usually requires multiple steps to complete and there exists sequential data dependence across the steps. The common practice is to use a kernel for each step. However, it incurs high cost for inter-kernel data communication as the data pass through the bandwidthlimited off-chip memory. Second, leveraging data locality for high memory performance is an important optimization. However, how to optimize locality for different data layouts has not been addressed in existing CNN libraries.
In this paper, we look into these memory issues and propose a set of methods to optimize memory efficiency for accelerating CNNs on GPUs. The main contributions of this paper are:
x First, we characterize data layouts in various CNN layers, and reveal the performance impact of different layouts. Then we derive a light-weight heuristic to guide the data layout selection with minimal profiling overhead;
x Second, we support one network with multiple data layouts by proposing a fast multi-dimension data layout transformation on GPUs. We integrate the support for automatic data layout selection and transformation into a popular deep learning framework, Caffe.
x Third, we study the memory behavior of the memorybounded pooling and softmax layers and optimize their memory access efficiency on GPUs.
x Finally, we perform rigorous evaluation and result analysis on different types of layers and representative networks, and demonstrate high performance improvements for both single layers, and complete networks.
With the promising results on the state-of-the-art networks including LeNet [17] and AlexNet [12] , our work improves the development of deep neural network libraries on GPUs, hence contributing to the advance in machine learning applications.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first introduce the structure of a CNN, and summarize the algorithm characteristics for the major types of layers in CNNs. Then we describe the GPU-accelerated CNN libraries used in our study.
A. Convolutional Neural Networks
CNNs are a type of forward feeding Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) inspired from animal visual cortex organization. An example of CNN is shown in Fig. 2 . As shown in the figure, the intermediate results are different sets of feature maps. The working principle of CNN is to extract the local features from high-resolution feature maps and combine them into more abstract low-resolution feature maps. These are realized by two alternating types of layers: convolutional and pooling layers. The last few layers are fully-connected classifiers that combine all local features together to produce the abstracted classification results.
A Convolutional Layer extracts various features such as oriented edges, corners and crossings from input feature maps via convolutional filters, and then combines them into the more abstract output feature maps. The features in each feature map are 3D volume data with three dimensions: width, height and depth. With the large image data set and the massive computation power on GPUs, state-of-the-art CNN frameworks choose to process multiple images in a batch [12] . Thus, the input to a convolutional layer includes feature maps from multiple images and is organized as a four-dimensional (4D) array. The computation 1 in the convolution stage is shown in Equation 1, where Ni is the batch size, Ci is the depth or number of input feature maps, Hi and Wi are the height and width of a feature map, Fh and Fw represent the size of the convolution filter kernel, and Co is the output feature maps or the number of filters. The data volume in the convolution is four dimensional. To differentiate data layouts in the 4D arrays, we use the following notation in the paper: N (the number of images), C (the number of feature maps), H (the image height), and W (the image width). With this notation, we can see that Equation 1 uses the NCHW layout. In the NCHW data layout, the elements along the lowest dimension W are stored consecutively in memory. In comparison, the consecutive elements along the H dimension have a stride of W; the consecutive elements along the C dimension have a stride of in H*W; and so on.
Convolutional layers are typically most time consuming in a whole network. Therefore, achieving high arithmetic throughputs has been the main optimization objective [16] [23] . Implementations using matrix multiplication and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) have been proposed (see Section III.A). Counter-intuitively, we observe that the convolutional layers are not necessarily only compute bound. Specifically, for convolutional layers with small C and N dimensions, the performance is actually memory bound similar to 2D convolution (e.g., conv9 in Fig. 3 ). Furthermore, even for the compute-bounded layers, their memory organization especially the data layout will also have a substantial impact on their memory performance and overall performance. For instance, with a more suitable data layout, for the second convolutional layer in AlexNet, the utilization rate of ALUs (profiled on a 1 The same data structure and convolution operation are used in both the forward pass and backward pass for testing and training CNNs [12] . NVIDIA Titan X GPU) can be improved significantly, from 55.64% to 78.71%.
A Pooling Layer, also called a down-sampling layer, summarizes the features from neighbors. In the example of Fig.  2 , each feature is scaled down by a sampling factor of 2x2. The pooling layer can perform different operations such as average or max. An average pooling layer can be defined as Equation 2 , where X and Y define the size of the pooling window, and stride is the distance between successive pooling windows. If the stride is smaller than the window size, the pooling is performed in an overlapped manner (i.e., overlapped pooling).
Pooling layers are usually paired with convolutional layers in CNNs. Compared to convolutional layers, pooling layers have low arithmetic complexity, O(N*C*H*W). Its performance is mainly bounded by memory efficiency (i.e., bandwidth and latency).
A Classifier (Softmax) Layer is the final layer of a CNN for classification, which computes the possibility distribution over different labels. Before the softmax layer, there usually exist full-connected layers, which flatten the 4D feature maps into a 2D matrix. A standard matrix multiplication is used to implement a fully-connected layer [11] . The output will be fed into the softmax layer. The softmax layer will first find the maximal possibility over each batched image. Then, each possibility is shifted by the maximum. Next, an exponential operation is performed on each possibility. Last, all possibilities of each image are summed up and the summation is used to normalize the possibilities. The detailed algorithm is shown as the following five steps: Each step in the softmax layer involves element-wise matrix or matrix-vector computation. The low arithmetic intensity in these matrix vector operations, and the intermediate data communication across different steps also make them memory bound.
B. Deep CNN Libraries.
Till now, there are a number of frameworks [31] developed for CNN research. Among them, Caffe [11] , cuda-convnet [12] and cuDNN [4] , are most widely used and specifically optimized for GPU acceleration. In this paper, we study their memory efficiency for different types of layers. Caffe and cuDNN use the NCHW data layout for all the layers. There are two implementations for convolutions using this data layout. One is to use Matrix Multiplication (MM) to compute convolutions. This is the default approach as it can be used for different configurations of convolutional layers [4] . The other is based on FFT, which has been proposed and refined in recent works [19] [23] and is integrated into the cuDNN version 4. The FFT method has significant overhead for intermediate data and works for certain types of convolution layers due to several limitations [23] . Different from Caffe and cuDNN, cuda-convnet chooses the CHWN data layout and uses the Direct Convolution method. For each library, we use their latest and best performing version, cuda-convnet2 and cuDNNv4.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present our experimental methodology, including different types of benchmarking layers and networks, and the GPU hardware platform. 
A. Benchmarks
The popular data sets for deep CNNs are MNIST [18] , CIFAR [14] , and ImageNet [21] . The MNIST data set is used for hand-written character recognition. It contains 50,000 handwritten digit images in the training set and 10,000 examples in the testing data set, and LeNet [17] is the best studied network for MNIST. CIFAR10 contains the 10 different categories of objects such as cat, truck, airplane, etc., and each category has 5000 training image and 1000 test images. We use the example Cifar network included in cuda-convnet for CIFAR10. ImageNet is a large-scale image collection with more than 1 million real-world images, which are classified into over 1000 categories. The commonly used benchmarking networks include AlexNet [12] , ZFNet [25] and VGG [22] . AlexNet is widely used as the baseline network for exploring various new networks. These five networks cover a wide spectrum of problem sizes (from 28 to 256 image size) and network sizes. 
B. Experiment setup.
We conduct experiments on a Linux machine with an Intel Xeon E5620 CPU. We use a NVIDIA GTX Titan Black GPU for all our tests. It contains 6144MB device memory, 5121 GFLOPS computing capability and 235GB/s effective memory bandwidth [30] . We also test our methods on a GTX Titan X which reports the similar trend, and the results are summarized in Section VI.
IV. MEMORY ISSUE A: DATA LAYOUT
In this section, we first characterize the performance impact of data layouts in different types of CNN layers and derive the heuristics of selecting the suitable data layout based on the size and type of a layer. Then, we develop a fast multi-dimensional data layout transformation to support different data layouts in one network. Finally, we present how to apply our flexible data layout support into popular libraries/frameworks.
A. Data Layout in Convolutional Layers
Convolutional layers are the most critical layers for CNNs due to their dominant time in the network. As described in Section II.B, the implementation of a convolutional layer can be classified as generic ones including both the direct convolution and matrix multiplication method, and the special FFT method. We first look into the implication of data layout on generic ones. Then we analyze the effect of the FFT approach.
Data Layouts in Generic Implementations
For convolutional layers, we summarize their common properties from Table 1 . First, the batch size, N, is generally a multiple of 16, and has limited choices as described in prior works [12] [25] . Therefore, using N as the lowest dimension is a good choice to meet the requirements for coalesced memory accessing as the threads are organized accordingly. Given its limited choices, e.g., 32, 64 and 128, the optimization space is limited for this dimension. Second, although the width and height of each image typically are the same, the values can vary significantly for different convolutional layers, ranging from 12 to 224. Third, the depth of input feature maps (Ci) is 1 for greyscale images or 3 for RGB images in the first convolutional layers, and then is a multiple of 16 in the rest of the convolutional layers, which can also provide regular memory accesses for a warp of GPU threads (warp size =32).
Based on the property discussed above on each dimension, combining the W and H dimension and using the dimension N as the lowest one are reasonable choices. This way, we have two candidate data layouts: CHWN or HWCN. The CHWN layout is used in cuda-convnet and each convolutional filter is applied on the H and W dimensions to generate one output feature map. A test of the HWCN layout shows the same performance as the CHWN layout on cuda-convnet because it doesn't change the memory coalescing feature for the N dimension and retains the same data reuse on the rest dimensions.
On the other hand, since the 2D convolution operations are applied on the H and W dimensions, a popular convolution implementation is to map the 4D matrix into a 2D array and perform computation in the form of matrix multiplication. The NCHW 1 data layout is used in this case and it is the strategy used in Caffe and cuDNN since matrix multiplication is a well-tuned algebra primitive available on virtually any platform with any input size. The special FFT implementation in cuDNN also inherits the NCHW layout and we analyze its distinct effect later in this section. Here we use cuDNN to denote its default MM method. As Caffe also binds cuDNN in its implementation as an improved version, our main comparison is between the CHWN (cuda-convnet) and NCHW (cuDNN) data layouts. In our following analysis, in the figures where cuDNN is always better than Caffe, we omit the results of Caffe. Fig. 3 shows the performance comparison between two different data layouts in the convolutional layers. As discussed above, different data layouts will also impact on the implementations of the convolutional layers. The performance of each data layout is evaluated using their best performant implementations [4] [15] . We can make the following observation. First, as shown in Fig. 3 , cuda-convnet outperforms cuDNN for the CONV1 ~ CONV5 and CONV9 layers (by up to 6.5x speedup), but performs worse in the rest six convolutional layers. The differences between these two sets of layers lie in the N and C dimensions. Among the six layers performed better with cuda-convnet, CONV1, CONV3, CONV5 and CONV9 are the first layer in their corresponding CNNs, and the value of C of these layers is either 3 or 1. The layers, CONV2 and CONV4, also have a relatively small value of C, no larger than 64. For the rest layers performing better with cuDNN, the values of N are either 64 or 32. To further identify the sensitivities of data layouts on each dimension, we collect the results with one varying dimension size (N or C) and the other three being fixed. Fig. 3 . Performance comparison between two different data layouts for the convolutional layers in Table 1 . The performance is normalized to cuda-convnet measured on a GTX TITAN BLACK. Fig. 4a shows the performance sensitivity when varying the value of N. We can see that cuda-convnet with the CHWN data layout is more sensitive than cuDNN as the value of N changes. As shown in the figure, cuda-convnet outperforms cuDNN when the batch size N is more than 64. With the underlying CHWN data layout, Cuda-convnet first allocates a warp of 32 threads in a TB to process 32 images such that the memory accesses are coalesced. In order to further reduce off-chip memory accesses, if the batch size N is 128, cuda-convnet enables each thread to handle four images so that the data of these four images can be reused in the register file. If the number of images is less than 128, the reuse for images per thread would be reduced. As a result, the performance degrades quickly as the number of 1: cuDNN also supports the NHWC data layout and our tests show that its NCHW layout outperforms its NHWC layout. images is reduced. In other words, for the CHWN data layout, the N dimension is used for both memory coalescing and data reuse (in registers), and therefore the performance is very sensitive to the value of N.
a. The performance with different values of N.
b. The performance with different values of C. Fig. 4 . Sensitivity study of data layouts on the N and C dimensions. CONV7 in Table 1 is used while others show similar trends.
Compared to cuda-convnet, cuDNN and Caffe use the NCHW layout, and utilizes the cuBLAS [27] library (or internal routine) for matrix operations. Since a matrix multiplication has only two dimensions, a matrix unroll step (along H and W) is needed to expand the input matrix, and merge multiple dimensions into two dimensions [11] . Such matrix transformation overhead is more evident when the matrix size is limited. As a result, as shown in Fig. 4b , when the value of C is less than 32, cuda-convnet (i.e., the CHWN layout) performs much better as it doesn't have the overhead of matrix expansion. On the other hand, cuDNN performs better when C is larger than 32 where matrix expansion leads to better data reuse and higher parallelism due to dimensions merging [4] .
The performance implications from the data layout analysis above are two-folds. First, the N and C dimension are revealed as being highly correlated with memory performance. Second, a heuristic to select the suitable data layout for a convolutional shape can be derived based on the performance sensitivity analysis. For a given convolutional configuration, (1) if the value of C is smaller than a threshold Ct, CHWN will be preferred as the cost of memory transformation used in NCHW data layout is high; (2) if N is greater than or equal to a threshold Nt, the CHWN data layout is still the better choice as N is large enough to achieve both memory coalescing and data reuse. For the rest of the configurations, NCHW is the preferred choice. Due to different memory designs, including cache capacity and memory bandwidth, on different GPUs, the thresholds (Ct and Nt) can vary. For example, on the experimented Titan Black GPUs, the (Ct, Nt) is (32, 128) . On a new GPU such as GTX Titan X GPU, (Ct, Nt) is (128, 64). Considering that the heuristic parameters only relate to the property of the hardware, for each GPU architecture, we only need one-time profiling (as the one shown in Fig. 4 on varying N and C) to determine the thresholds.
Data Layouts in FFT-based Implementations
Besides the implementation of convolution using direct computation and matrix multiplication, convolution can also be computed in the frequency domain using FFT since convolution in the space/time domain is equivalent as element-wise multiplication in the frequency domain. The FFT-based method for implementing convolution has three steps: 1) transform the input feature image and filter kernel into the frequency domain using FFT; 2) perform element-wise product in the frequency domain; and 3) transform the result feature map from the frequency domain back into the space/time domain using inverse FFT. This approach has algorithmic advantage over matrix multiplication due to the lower computational complexity of FFT.
For FFT-based approaches for convolution, additional memory is needed to pad the filter kernel to match the size of feature maps and this overhead can be large for small filters. One way to reduce such overhead is to use tiling (i.e., FFT-tiling). The NCHW data layout has been used in the FFT-based approach [4] [23] . The latest cuDNN library version 4 provides two options for the FFT method: FFT and FFT-Tiling. The FFT option computes the convolution as described above but requires a significant memory for data padding and intermediate results.
The FFT-Tiling option also uses FFT but splits the inputs into 32x32 tiles such that the memory overhead can be reduced compared to the FFT option. Fig. 5 shows the performance of various convolutional layers using FFT, FFT-Tiling and Matrix Multiplication (denoted as "cuDNN-FFT", "cuDNN-FFT-T" and "cuDNN-MM") with the NCHW layout compared to cudaconvnet with the CHWN data layout. For layers including CV5 and CV6, there are no results for both FFT options due to execution failures. For these layers, the required memory exceeds the hardware limit of 6GB on our GPU card. Among the layers that the FFT-based approaches can execute, there is no clear winner between cuDNN-MM and the cuDNN-FFT/cuDNN-Tiling method (they all use the NCHW layout). The FFT-based approach can perform better than cuDNN-MM when the filter kernel is large, the batch size is large or there are many channels such as CV7, CV10 layers. On the other hand, for small channel sizes, such as CV3, CV9, it performs much worse than the MM method. In these cases, the overhead of multiple steps, i.e., multiple kernel launches, streaming memory in and out multiple times, and zero-padding to the input size, in the FFT approach can outweigh its algorithmic advantage. Regarding the impact of data layouts, we can see that the FFT implementations do not change our observations made from Figure 5 : the CHWN layout is preferred in CV1~CV5 and CV9 while the NCHW layout is preferred in other layers. Our data layout heuristic remains effective in selecting the suitable data layout for each convolutional layer. Figure 6 . Performance comparison between different data layouts for the pooling layers in Table 1 . The performance is normalized to cuda-convnet. The numbers on top denote the highest bandwidth (GB/S) achieved for each layer.
B. Data Layout In Pooling Layers
Compared to convolutional layers, pooling layers, another essential part of CNNs, are memory-intensive and also work on 4D data structures. Fig. 6 shows the performance of pooling layers with different data layouts. As we can see, cuda-convnet (i.e., CHWN) significantly outperforms Caffe and cuDNN (i.e., NCHW) across the board, with a speedup up to 16.3x . For the pooling operation on the CHWN data layout, it works through each slice of feature maps in the 4D array and memory coalesced accesses can be achieved along the lowest N dimension. However, for the NCHW data layout, the way of memory accesses is different. As the H and W dimensions are in the lowest dimensions, the pooling operations on each pooling regions of the feature map are directly applied to the pixels that are stored in memory consecutively. As shown in Equation 2, to compute an output element, each thread will access a pooling window of input elements. Therefore, the consecutive threads in a warp generate memory accesses with a stride. Such strided accesses from a warp are un-coalesced, resulting in overfetching and poor memory efficiency. For this reason, for pooling layers, their memory access pattern determines that the CHWN layout is always preferred compared to the NCHW data layout, as shown in Fig. 6 . When pooling is conducted in an overlapped way, the data layouts also impact on memory locality as there will be data reuse across overlapped pooling windows. Such locality impact is discussed in Section V.
C. A Fast Data Layout Transformation for CNNs
From previous subsections, we reveal that a single data layout cannot satisfy the diverse layer configurations and layer types in a network. We also derive the preferred data layout based on the performance implication of the memory behavior of different layers. A subsequent question is how to enable the different suitable data layouts into one network? We propose an efficient data layout transformation. For brevity, we will mainly discuss the approach to transform from CHWN to NCHW.
Transforming an array in the CHWN layout to the NCHW layout is essentially a transpose operation on a 4D array. To implement parallel transpose for a 4D array on GPUs, a simple method is to construct a four dimensional thread hierarchy, and each thread dimension is used to handle a dimension of the array as shown in Fig. 7a . The issue of this implementation is that the memory accesses of writing into the output array is not coalesced as the threads in a warp have a long stride of CxHxW when accessing memory, causing severe bandwidth underutilization. To eliminate the un-coalesced memory accesses and achieve the optimized performance, we propose three optimizations as illustrated in Fig. 7b .
First, we observe that among two data layouts NCHW and CHWN, three dimensions including C, H and W, have the same relative positions. Thus, we combine these three dimensions into a single dimension as CHW. Then NCHW becomes [N] [CxHxW] , and CHWN becomes [CxHxW] [N] after combination. This way, we downgrade the 4D transformation into 2D data layout transformation by flattening the matrix such that a 2D thread hierarchy can handle it, as shown in Line 4~5 in Figure 7b . Then we can apply the shared memory-based Tile optimization [30] to achieve the coalesced memory access for global writes in Line 7~14. Additionally, in the Kepler architecture, shared memory supports two access modes: 4-byte accesses and 8-byte accesses. To full utilize the bandwidth in 8byte mode, we apply vectorization by grouping two consecutive float variables into a single vector type variable of float2 to form a larger tile. When writing-back the tile, it can be scattered into multiple consecutive rows based on the tile shape, with each vector variable writing in a coalesced manner as shown in line [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . This extra vectorization can further boost the bandwidth utilization as the global access transactions will be doubled for data fetching. It is applied when N is larger than or equal to 64. 
D. Wrap Up: Automatic CNN Data Layout Support
Here, we present the integration of our data layout support, including both data layout selection and transformation, into existing CNN frameworks. By default, and as observed by library developers, for every data layout there is a preferred optimized implementation, e.g., for CHWN, Direct Convolution (DC) is better than Matrix Multiplication (MM) or Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). Accordingly, to achieve better performance, when we use a data layout, we select the best implementation, i.e., DC for CHWN and MM or FFT for NCHW. In the deep learning frameworks such as Caffe or Cudaconvnet, each CNN has a configuration file that defines a network structure by specifying a stack of various layers. Each layer is specified with the layer type and the size of this layer for the input, output data tensor and weight kernel. Applying our data layout support requires two changes. The first is to add a new field in each convolutional and pooling layer to indicate the data layout choice. By scanning through the network once, the field in each layer is set for which data layout is desired based on our proposed heuristic. The second is at the runtime of training or testing the network, at the completion time of one layer, an additional check is inserted to determine whether a data layout transformation is needed before passing the output to the next layer. To determine the overhead of data layout transformation over the performance improvement obtained from the suitable data layout, one-time profiling can be applied to fine tune the data layout settings automatically. The profiling time overhead is relatively low (e.g., 395ms for AlexNet in a complete forward-backward profiling) when compared to millions of images using the same data layout. Finally, by comparing the data layout fields of the current layer and the next layer, if different, the transformation as discussed in Section IV.C will be performed. We decide not to fuse data layout transformation into the kernels for convolutional layers, because the different thread block configurations and memory access patterns lie between the convolution and 4D transpose kernels. The performance is adversely affected when they are combined.
Automatic layout transformation and selection relieves the burden upon the machine learning developers from analyzing various layer configurations and reasoning about their intricate GPU performance implications. The results in Section VI shows the effectiveness of our proposed support on various types of networks.
V. MEMORY ISSUE B: OFF-CHIP MEMORY ACCESSES
In compliance with our efforts towards efficient memory access for CNNs, we look into their inherent memory behavior. Our analysis shows that the memory performance of memorybounded pooling and softmax layers is far from optimal. In this section, we look into their memory behaviors and propose effective optimizations to improve their memory efficiency.
A. Memory Analysis and Optimization on Pooling Layers
In Fig. 6 , we report the highest bandwidth achieved in each pooling layer in the three libraries. As we can see, the bandwidth utilization is not high especially for the overlapped layers (i.e. when Fw>S) with a maximum of 173.9 GB/S and an average of 156.5 GB/S. For Caffe and cuDNN, the average bandwidth is 52.3GB/S and 41.9GB/S, respectively. The reason for the poorly achieved bandwidth by Caffe or cuDNN compared to cuda-convnet is the data layout. As discussed in Section IV.B, the NCHW layout in the pooling layers leads to strided memory accesses, resulting in low access efficiency. Another common reason for the relatively low bandwidth utilization among all three libraries is the significant redundant data accesses. We illustrate it using a pooling operation on 12 consecutive elements in one dimension. As shown in Fig. 8 , the pooling window size is 4 and will slide with a stride of 2. Based on the pooling algorithm, each output element needs to load 4 input elements and totally 20 global memory accesses are required for the five outputs. Among these 20 global memory accesses, a number of them are redundant, as highlighted in the shaded ones in Fig.8 . When the input is a 2D image, such redundant memory accesses will further increase.
To achieve high memory efficiency for the pooling layers, the first optimization is to use the CHWN data layout. Then, we leverage on-chip register file to enable data reuse so as to reduce the off-chip memory requests. In the pooling layer, the on-chip working set can be defined as the number of the output elements. Therefore, when we expand the working set per thread (aka thread fusion/merge/coarsening [24] ), we increase the number of the output elements per thread. Then within a thread, the input elements used to compute these output elements can be cached in the register file and only need to be loaded from off-chip memory once. To find the best working set expansion factors along both directions, we design an auto-tuning process which aims to balance the register pressure and data reuse with a finegrain search. In order to converge into the optimal version quickly, we apply a hill-climbing heuristic to prune the search space. With an initial factor of 2, the expansion factor continues to increase linearly if the performance improves. Otherwise it stops as further expansion leads to high register pressure thus limiting the TLP and resulting in lower performance.
B. Memory Analysis and Optimization on Softmax Layers
In Fig. 13 (see Section VI), we measured the highest bandwidth achieved for the softmax layers (the "BL_Best" bar) in existing libraries. As we can see, the overall memory performance is fairly low with the achieved highest bandwidth of 58.30 GB/s, less than 1/5 of the peak bandwidth. There are two main reasons. First, for the softmax layers, to ensure the data dependence across steps, cuda-convnet and Caffe use a separate kernel for each step and five kernels are used in total to implement the layer. Between consecutive kernels, the intermediate results are streamed in and out of global memory, resulting costly off-chip memory accesses. Second, in each step, there are two loops: one covers the batch size N and the other covers all categories. Since the outer loop, which covers all batched images, has no loop-carried dependency, Caffe and cuda-convnet parallelize it by allocating one thread for each iteration. However, the inner loop with loop-carried dependence is not parallelized, which is used to perform the reduction type 
…… ……
Loaded Data operation (Section II.A) to compute the maximum or sum. The problem is that the parallelism of the outer loop is not enough for GPUs to hide instruction latency. If the number of images N is 128, very common for practical CNNs, the number of threads for the kernel is only 128.
To reduce the inter-kernel data communication cost, we propose to fuse all kernels into one such that the cross-step data communication can be promoted through registers or shared memory. For an efficient fusion, we need to consider three aspects: 1) different kernels may have different parallelism which needs to be coordinated for a uniform mapping into one kernel; 2) the synchronization and data dependence across steps need to be supported within the fused kernel; and 3) cross-step data communication needs to be enabled through fast on-chip memory accesses.
To minimize the code change, we first identify that all five steps in the Softmax layer have the same two-level loops, and the implementation using five kernels also have the same TB configuration after parallelizing the outer loop. Therefore, we can fuse these five kernels into a single kernel without modifying the TB configuration. Second, since the output of a step is used as the input of its next step, the communication between two kernels becomes the inner-thread communication and the data used for the communication can be promoted into register file or shared memory (line 3-12 in Fig. 9 ). Thus, after kernel fusion, the intermediate global memory accesses are eliminated. Third, to address the problem of insufficient thread/memory-level parallelism, we propose to inject threads to further parallelize the inner loops. The inner loops of step 1 and 4 (Section II.A) perform reduction operations, while the inner loops of the rest steps have no loop-carried dependences across loop iterations. Since the reduction can be parallelized using shared memory and synchronization within a TB, we can enhance the parallelism in all five inner loops. The optimized kernel for the Softmax layers is shown in Fig. 9 .
As shown in Fig. 9 , the maximal value computed from step 1 can be stored in the shared memory and used in step 2 without using off-chip memory. Also, the input matrix elements can be loaded into shared memory or register in the first step and reused in the subsequent steps. The shared memory array, tmp_tile, is used as the intermediate temporary array during parallel reduction and tmp_tile[0] keeps the computed maximal value. In step 2 (line 10~11), we can reuse the elements in both shared memory arrays (i.e., in_tile and tmp_tile) to perform the matrix subtraction operations. Moreover, the shared maximal value can be further reused in the per-thread registers multiple times based on the multiple output elements each thread is to compute. As a result, inter-step memory communication is achieved now through the fast inter-thread shared memory coordination and intra-thread register reuse.
VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we first evaluate each optimization for the single layers described in Table 1 , and then evaluate the impact on all five complete networks. We experiment our optimizations in Caffe framework, where we inserted data layout selection and transformation code before the convolutional layer, and also adopted the best performing implementation of each convolutional layer for that data layout, e.g., we added the code using Direct Convolution and CHWN from Cuda-convnet, and invoked it if that data layout is selected. We also integrated our new implementations for Softmax and pooling layers as discussed in Section V into Caffe.
A. Results on Data Layout Optimization
First, we show that data layout has significant performance impact on convolutional layers and our heuristics presented in Section IV can find the suitable layout for all convolutional layers in Table 1 . By measuring the best performance that can be achieved on each data layout, Fig. 10 reports the performance differences, i.e., speedups, of the preferred data layout over the alternative (the bar labeled 'Opt'). For example, on CV1, CHWN has an up to 6.5x speedup over NCHW; while on CV11, NCHW is the more suitable data layout, outperforming CHWN by 3.5x. On average, 2.48x speedup is achieved with the preferred data layout compared to use the alternative one. For the layers including CONV1, CONV2, CONV3, and CONV4, CHWN is the best layout as the value of N is 128. For the layers including CONV5 and CONV9, the number of input feature channels is less than 16. Thus, CHWN is still the best layout. For the rest layers, since the value of N is less than 128 and the value of C is more than 32, the NCHW layout achieves higher performance. Therefore, all the benchmarking layers in Table 1 confirm the effectiveness of our heuristics. We further examine the impact of our data layout optimization for various complete networks in Section VI.C.
Second, since consecutive layers in a network may have different preferred data layouts, the data layout transformation is needed and its overhead needs to be considered. Thus, we also evaluate the impact of the preferred data layout with the additional data layout transformation overhead. In Fig. 10 , the performance bar labeled 'Opt+Naïve Transform' shows the speedup of the preferred layout with the overhead of a naïve transformation. The results labeled 'Opt+Optimized Transform' show the one with our optimized transformation. Their comparison highlights the impact of an efficient data layout transformation. For example, using the optimal data layout (i.e., CHWN) can provide 6.46x speedup for the CONV1. However, the overhead of the naïve transformation to achieve this data layout is large enough such that the data layout benefit is eliminated. With our optimized transformation, however, this layer still achieves 4.02x speedup. The exceptions are CONV9 and CONV5, whose convolution filter is small and performance difference is minor (only 4.1%) among different data layouts. Therefore, even using our optimized transformation, we cannot improve their performance. For these very small convolutions, our data layout transformation has very little negative impact as the layer itself has very minor impact on the overall networks (less than 5%). Overall, by considering the data layout transformation overhead on different layers, a naïve data layout transformation cannot sustain the significant performance benefit from the suitable data layout and may even degrade the overall performance. Using our proposed fast transformation to enable the optimal layout, an up to 4.02x (an average of 2.08x) speedup is achieved. Fig. 10 . Speedups achieved on all convolutional layers. For both NCHW and CHWN data layouts, the best achieved performance is measured to calculate the performance differences. Fig. 11 . Achieved memory bandwidth using three methods for data layout transformation. The Transform-Opt2 is not applicable for CV10, CV11, CV12 whose N is smaller than 64. Fig. 11 shows the detailed performance evaluation of our proposed data layout transformations. The bar of "Transform-Opt1" applies layout flattening and tiling with shared memory transpose (Section IV.C). It significantly improves the performance with an average of 6.48x speedup for all type of layers. By further applying the vectoring technique (labeled 'Transform-Opt2') on the applicable layers (i.e., for those with N is over or equal to 64), the achieved bandwidth has been improved to up to 14.7x, and an average speedup of 7.5x. The optimized bandwidth for CONV6 has achieved of 229.5GB/S, which is 97.6% of the effective GPU memory bandwidth. Besides, the memory overhead in the transformation is also very low compared to the overall memory footprint. For instance, in AlexNet, the additional memory space overhead is only 73.5MB, which is less than 3% compared to the memory footprint of around 3GB. Furthermore, the additional memory, i.e., the input matrix (less than 3% overhead), is freed right after the layout transformation is completed. Fig. 12 shows the performance comparison of different pooling layers between the existing implementations and our optimized kernels, 'Opt', generated through auto-tuning. First, cuda-convnet outperforms the Caffe and cuDNN across the board, highlighting that the preferred data layout in pooling layers is CHWN. Second, with the preferred data layout of CHWN, for the overlapped pooling layer, our optimization on data locality labeled as 'Opt' can achieve higher performance with an average of 193.8GB/S memory bandwidth and improve the state-of-the-art performance by an average of 14.3%. This is the direct result of the significantly reduced global memory accesses through better data reuse. For example, in PL3 with a pool window of 3 and a stride of 2, our optimized kernel effectively reduced 9.1% global memory transactions and 36.0% DRAM accesses respectively, compared to cudaconvnet, and the overall performance has improved by 33.9%. Table 1 . The performance is normalized to cuda-convnet. Fig. 13 shows the memory bandwidth comparison between optimized and original kernels for the softmax layers. The bar "BL_Best" shows the highest bandwidth achieved in existing libraries while the "Opt" shows the performance achieved using our optimized fused kernel. From the figure, we can see that our optimized versions consistently improve the memory bandwidth across all the softmax layers. For small layer sizes, the bandwidth cannot be well utilized. When the layer has large categories (such as 10000), the bandwidth achieved in "Opt" can reach 220.95GB/S, which is 94.02% of the effective GPU memory bandwidth. In comparison, the highest bandwidth achieved in the BL_Best implementation (cuDNN) is still fairly low, 58.30GB/S, due to the inefficient memory access behavior. Among the optimizations, the efficient inter-step data communication enabled by our kernel fusion has contributed up to 3.53x speedup and an average of 2.81x speedup using the geometric mean. More threads from parallelizing the innerloops can further bring an average speedup of 5.13x. 
B. Results on Off-chip Memory Access Optimization

C. Results on Whole Networks
In this section, we evaluate the efficacy of our memory efficiency optimizations on the whole networks. We use Caffe as our base framework and bind our two memory optimizations: flexible data layout support and optimized memory accessing for pooling and softmax layers. The cuDNN library is also bound into Caffe, and runs as an improved version of Caffe. As cuDNN provides multiple implementation modes for the convolutional layer, each of them is performed to obtain the best performance. We name each of the evaluated mechanisms as follows:
x cuDNN-MM: the convolutional layers use the standard matrix multiplication mode in cuDNN.
x cuDNN-FFT: the convolutional layers use the FFT mode and falls back to the cuDNN-MM mode if failed.
x cuDNN-FFT-T: the convolutional layers use the FFT-Tiling mode and falls back to the cuDNN-MM mode if failed.
x cuDNN-Best: cherry-pick the best-performed/fastest one for each convolutional layer from all these available running modes.
x Cuda-convnet: the network is running on cuda-convnet.
x Opt: the network is running on the optimized framework using our proposed memory optimizations. Fig. 14 shows the overall execution time of the five complete CNNs using these different mechanisms. As we can see, with a single and uniform data layout in existing libraries, either cuDNN or cuda-convnet can only deliver the high performance for a subset of neural networks. For LeNet and Cifar, the performance of cuDNN is much worse than cuda-convnet, even using the best-possible performance from cuDNN-Best. On the other hand, cuda-convnet is significantly under-performed compared to cuDNN for AlexNet, ZFNet and VGG. This highlights the non-trivial performance drawbacks of employing fixed data layouts in current CNN libraries. By augmenting the flexible data layout and low-overhead layout transformation, our optimized framework can achieve the highest performance for all these networks. Compared to the state-of-the-art cuDNN library, considering the two most representative CNNs (LeNet and AlexNet), for LeNet, we can achieve 5.61x speedup over cuDNN-MM, 11.28x over cuDNN-FFT, 11.28x over cuDNN-FFT-T, and 5.61x over cuDNN-Best; for AlexNet, we can achieve 2.02x over cuDNN-MM, 1.17x over cuDNN-FFT, 2.87x over cuDNN-FFT-T and 1.16x speedup over cuDNN-Best. Fig. 15 . The performance comparison of different layers in AlexNet, The performance is normalized to cuDNN-MM. Fig.15 shows the detailed performance comparison of different layers in AlexNet. AlexNet is the de-facto deep CNN structure for machine learning research. It contains 5 convolutional layers, 3 pooling layers, 1 softmax layer, and other layers such as normalization and full-connected layers. The convolutional layers in AlexNet have different configurations and no single data layout can be suitable for the whole network. For CV1, cuda-convnet performs better than cuDNN due to the suitable data layout of CHWN, while for the remaining four convolutional layers, cuDNN outperforms cudaconvnet significantly. Our optimized framework selects the right layout across all different convolutional shapes, CHWN for CV1 and NCHW for the rest. Then, for the pooling layers, based on our study, CHWN is the best and cuda-convnet consistently performs better than cuDNN. Our optimizations on these three pooling layers further improves the performance by up to 27.8% over cuda-convenet. Finally, for the softmax layer, our memory optimization shows the significant speedup, with up to 20.1x speedup over cuDNN and 8.2x over cuda-convnet. As there are four data layout transformations happening after PL1, CV2, CV3 and CV5, only minor overhead is incurred as aresult of the efficient data layout transformation. Overall including the layout transformation overheads, our optimized frameworks improve AlexNet by 1.16x over cuda-convnet, and 1.46x over cuDNN-Best. The performance impact of each layer on the whole network is different, with convolutional layer being the most performance dominant. Thus, achieving the flexible data layout for a network is the most critical optimization, contributing a 72% improvement. Comparatively, the off-chip memory access optimization contributes 28% due to the much smaller execution time of pooling and Softmax layers. Finally, our test on the NVIDIA Titan X (Maxwell) GPU shows the very similar trends. For example, compared to cudaconvnet, Caffe and cuDNN, our proposed optimizations achieve 1.04x, 24.5x and 11.84x speedup for the small network of MNIST; 5.11x, 1.77x and 1.05x speedup for a large network of VGG Net.
VII. RELATED WORKS
With the state-of-the-art recognition accuracy, deep CNNs have been applied into numerous application domains including image recognition, speech translation, drug discovery, etc. The pervasive usage of CNNs has also ignited the research on how to improve the speed of CNNs with increasingly larger data sets because the training time is still the limiting factor for applying CNNs. Specialized accelerators [2] [3] have been proposed to build high-performance memory logics for CNNs. However, these accelerators are hard to program as they only support limited function units for a subset of layers. GPU clusters [6] have been designed to achieve the high computational throughput. Their focus on performance optimization for multi-GPU CNNs [6] [13] is how to efficiently partition the workload with low-overhead inter-device communication. Within each GPU node, the main execution blocks are still the basic layers as discussed in this paper. The improved single-node performance will certainly enhance the overall throughput of large scale systems.
To accelerate CNNs, GPU-based implementations for various types of layers such as convolutional, pooling, and softmax layers are available in various libraries [1] [4] [7] [11] [12] such as cuDNN and cuda-convnet. These GPUbased libraries relieve the significant burden in developing high performance CUDA code from machine learning researchers, and these GPU implementations have been widely used in the machine learning community. To accelerate the CNN performance on GPUs, recent efforts [16] [23] focus on improving the computational efficiency of the convolutional layers while the data layout across the network has been unexplored. Cirensan et al. [5] implemented parallel convolution layers. Ren et al. [20] recently presented the vectorization of the basic layers. Marc [9] recently studied the coarse-grain parallelization using batch-level parallelism in CNNs. None focuses on the effect of the underlying data layouts and data access patterns for all these different CNN layers. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first study to look into the memory efficiency of accelerating CNN on GPUs. With the intricate data structure in CNNs, the performance implication of their memory behavior is complex. Our performance analysis unveils various performance implications and systematically optimize their memory efficiency, showing it to be a substantial performance factor for different types of CNNs.
We also observe that like the FFT approach, more techniques leveraging arithmetic complexity may be proposed in the future for CNNs, e.g., the recent proposal from Nervana Systems [16] . They can set state-of-the-art performance for a group of layers, for which they suit. On the other hand, the GPU hardware also continues to evolve quickly, such as the latest NVIDIA Pascal architecture, that begins to support FP16 (e.g., NVIDIA Tesla P100 [33] ) to enhance the computational throughput and reduce the memory usage significantly. Nevertheless, the underlying impact from data layout remains. The reason is that with compute efficiency being addressed with these new approaches, the performance impact of the memory efficiency is likely to become more important.
Since our optimizations and observations are based on memory efficiency, which is very important for this domain of deep learning, we believe that other accelerators, such as FPGAs [26] or ASIC-based processors [3] , e.g., Tensor-Processing Unit (TPU) [32] , may also benefit from more efficient memory access patterns. Therefore, we expect that our technique can be applicable for such systems.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This work looks into the memory efficiency issues of current GPU-accelerated deep CNN implementations, including both data layouts and off-chip memory accesses. Our detailed study unveils the impact of data layouts on different types of CNN layers and their performance implications. Then, we propose efficient data layout support as our solution. We further look into the memory access patterns of the memory-bounded layers, and propose effective optimizations to substantially reduce their offchip memory requests and inter-kernel communication. The experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our memory optimizations and their universal effects on different types of layers and various complete networks.
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